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A B S T R A C T

Businesses can maintain their effectiveness as long as they have satisfied and loyal customers. Customer relationship management provides significant advantages for companies especially in gaining competitiveness. In order to reach these objectives primarily companies need to identify and analyze their customers. In this respect, effective communication and commitment to customers and changing market conditions is of great importance to increase the level of satisfaction and loyalty. To evaluate this situation, level of customer satisfaction and loyalty should be measured correctly with a comprehensive approach. In this study, customers are investigated in 4 main groups according to their level of satisfaction and loyalty with a criteria and group based analysis with a new method. We use classification algorithms in WEKA programming software and Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) with LISREL tools together to analyze the effect of each satisfaction and loyalty criteria in a satisfaction-loyalty matrix and extend the customer satisfaction and loyalty post-analysis research bridging the gap in this field of research. To convert developed conceptual thought to experimental study, white goods industry is exemplified. 15 criteria are used for evaluation in 4 customer groups and a satisfaction-loyalty survey developed by experts is applied to 200 customers with face-to-face interviews. As a result of the study, a customer and criteria grouping method is created with high performance classification methods and good fit structural models. In addition, results are evaluated for developing a customer strategy improvement tool considering method outcomes.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In order to achieve sustainable competition advantage in the market, it is necessary to provide and improve customer satisfaction levels, taking counter actions for the low satisfaction points and improving high satisfaction points. When the customer becomes the focus of organization and if it gains more satisfied customers, then high satisfaction contributes in both internal and external viewpoints. In addition, to improve high satisfaction points, taking counter actions for the low satisfaction points and gaining more satisfied customers are necessary. When the customer becomes the focus of organization and if it gains more satisfied customers, then high satisfaction contributes in both internal and external viewpoints. In addition, the focus of organization should be to gain more satisfied customers and improve high satisfaction points.
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repurchase or revisit of customers (Anderson & Mittal, 2000). As many researchers indicate, there is a significant relationship between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. Kumar, Pozza, and Ganesh (2013) state that the association between customer satisfaction and loyalty is highly variable depending on some factors as the industry, customer segment studied, the nature of the dependent and independent variables, and the presence of numerous factors that serve as mediators. The authors also give a list of studies conducted on satisfaction–loyalty relationship. Cronin and Taylor (1992), Garbarino and Johnson (1999), Ngobo (1999), Cronin, Brady, and Hult (2000), Churchill and Halfpenny (2001), Lam, Venkatesh, Krishna, and Bysan (2004), Homburg and Burst (2005), Anderson and Mittal (2000), Vesel and Zakbar (2009), Deng, Lu, Wei, and Zhang (2010), Chen (2012), and Orel and Kara (2013) discover strong linear relationships between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty in various sectors and industries. However, customer satisfaction (CS) does not completely determine customer loyalty (CL) (Chen, 2012; Deng et al., 2010; Gerpott, Rams, & Schindler, 2001; Johnson, 2000; Kumar et al., 2013; Lam et al., 2004; Orel & Kara, 2013). The effect from CS to CL is not always fully determined. This means, in CS analysis there are some group of customers who are lowly satisfied–highly loyal and highly satisfied–lowly loyal. So, we can categorize customers into mainly 4 different groups: Group 1: Low Satisfaction–Low Loyalty, Group 2: Low Satisfaction–High Loyalty, Group 3: High Satisfaction–Low Loyalty and Group 4: High Satisfaction–High Loyalty. These 4 groups construct 4 different section of the CS–CL matrix which is presented in Section 2 in detail.

The major deficiency of post analysis methods on CS and CL is the lack of quantitative calculation method of evaluation in a systematic way. The model proposed in this study has the advantage of bridging the gap in this area by presenting an integrated approach using data mining and structural models together.

In this study we extend the CS and CL analysis by integrating relationship results with CS and CL criteria in a CS–CL matrix. This matrix is used for both creating customer segments and positioning CS and CL criteria to the related part of the matrix. This improvement helps us to discover a more comprehensive CS–CL relationship and develop strategies for increasing the total share of 4th Group customers. Thus, we can develop prudential strategies for increasing total share of 4th Group.

Another innovation point in this study is that we analyze CS and CL together with an algorithm using data mining classification algorithms and Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) together. Here we use decision trees produced after classification applications to create customer groups and to find breaking points of the CS–CL matrix. Ngai, Li, and Chau (2009) conduct a detailed literature study on the use of data mining algorithms in customer relationship management. They state that classification algorithms are used for customer segmentation and customer development. In this study we contribute to the literature in this field by determining breaking points of CS–CL matrix with classification algorithms. For classification applications WEKA data mining tool is used developed by Hall et al. (2009). By using classification tool we uncover meaningful and hidden patterns by using data mining techniques in customer data. Results of the study have potential inputs for many customer-focused applications.

A further extension in CS–CL analysis in this study is customer strategy development according to matrix-based model results with SEM. SEM is used to discover CS and CL criteria groups and their relations in the developed structured models. In strategy development process, main objective is not only increasing CS level but also increasing the number of loyal customers and maintaining customer retention in the long term with satisfied and loyal customers. The model helps us to discover these hints for strategy development. As Chikara and Takahashi (1997), Grigoroudis, Samaras, Matsatsinis, and Siskos (1999), and Grigoroudis and Siskos (2002) state that the most important part of CS analysis is building a post-analysis method to create future directions for companies. In this study we evaluate matrix results with classification and SEM results and offer criteria-based customer group strategies. To build structural equation models SIMPLS language of LISREL 8.80 (by Jöreskog & Sörbom, 2006) software is used.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the scope and purpose of study. We define the capabilities of developed CS–CL matrix here. In Section 3, we present CS–CL analysis algorithm step by step. The application data are collected by a survey in white-goods industry. In Section 4, we discuss data collection procedure and application results of the model in white-goods industry. And in the final section of the study we discuss results, findings, advantages and future directions of this study.

2. Scope and purpose of the study

The considered problem in this is study is developing a new post-analysis method for customer satisfaction (CS) and customer loyalty (CL) analysis. The importance of post analysis methods in customer satisfaction evaluation is emphasized by Hill (1996), Chikara and Takahashi (1997), Grigoroudis et al. (1999), and Grigoroudis and Siskos (2002). In these papers authors emphasize that a reasonable post evaluation of CS results is very important for future strategies at least the CS analysis itself. The model developed in this study integrates data mining tools with Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) technique and produces beneficial results for creating customer strategies as a CS and CL post-analysis guide. This bridges a significant gap in this area of research. Application of the model is conducted in white-goods sector in Turkey.

In this study we propose a new matrix-based approach for CS and CL analysis. The model developed in the study is a kind of customer satisfaction evaluation that uses data mining (discovering unknown patterns) advantages of classification algorithms and cause-and-effect modeling advantage of Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). This model is not only a pure evaluation of CS and CL but also an interactive matrix-based procedure that investigates CS and CL with post analyses.

For CS–CL analysis, in some of the studies, authors develop a matrix-based approach. Gerpott et al. (2001) develops customer satisfaction–customer loyalty and customer loyalty–customer retention matrices. They discuss relationship among customer retention–customer loyalty and customer loyalty–customer satisfaction in telecommunications market. They define some properties of customer groups in each matrix and build Structural Equation Model (SEM) which is created independently from matrix. Ersoz et al. (2008) use artificial network networks for classification of customers according to a CS matrix developed by Aktas et al. (2000). In these studies authors develop some customer groups and finds out distribution of customer groups in the matrix. Then they evaluate type and distribution of customers. However, in our study the main objective is not only segmentation of customers but also assigning each CS and CL criteria to the related part of the developed CS–CL matrix and creating a criteria-based matrix. Thus, developed CS–CL matrix shows customer groups and most effective criteria on CS and CL together. Here we use the results of best performing classification algorithms. Additionally we offer a customer strategy development tool by integrating the results of classification decision tress with SEM analysis.

CS–CL matrix developed in the study is given in Fig. 1 below. The diagonal blue line shows the target of strategies which aims to create customer retention at the end of high CS and high CL.
by moving all customers to 4th group and keeping there. In this matrix there are 4 different types of customer groups and criteria. 1st group shows low satisfaction–low loyalty group of customers with red-colored criteria. These red-colored criteria are the most important ones for first group and they are used for determining priorities of 1st group to move them to 4th group. 2nd group shows low satisfaction–high loyalty group of customers with yellow-colored criteria. These yellow-colored criteria are the most important ones for second group and they are used for determining priorities of 2nd group to move them to 4th group. 3rd group shows high satisfaction–low loyalty group of customers with orange-colored criteria. These orange-colored criteria are the most important ones for third group and they are used for determining priorities of 3rd group to move them to 4th group. And 4th group shows high satisfaction–high loyalty group of customers with green-colored criteria. These green-colored criteria are the most important ones for forth group and they are used for determining priorities of 4th group to keep them at least the current situation.

The lowest value for both satisfaction and loyalty is “1” which is the lowest value of 5-point Likert scale. The highest value for satisfaction and loyalty is “5” which is the highest value in 5-point Likert scale. With CS–CL matrix in Fig. 1 we find out answers for the questions of how to distinguish satisfied and dissatisfied, loyal and uncommitted customers by using decision trees created as a result of classification algorithms. Then, CS and CL criteria are positioned in the CS–CL matrix according to CS and CL scores. Finally, CS–CL relationship is created with SEM analysis to create future strategies for each group. CS–CL matrix method is depicted in the next section of the paper step by step.

3. CS–CL analysis method: developing CS–CL matrix method with classification algorithms and Structural Equation Modeling (SEM)

In this section we discuss the methodology that is developed for matrix-based CS–CL analysis step by step:

3.1. Step 1. Confirmatory factor analysis

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) is a statistical technique used to verify the factor structure of a set of observed variables. CFA allows the researcher to test the hypothesis that a relationship between observed variables and their underlying latent constructs exists (Schumacker & Lomax, 1996). After customer data are collected from customers, variables that measure CS or CL is determined with CFA. Here we define two different latent variables for satisfaction criteria (namely Sat.a and Sat.b) and similarly we define two different latent variables for loyalty criteria (namely Loy.a and Loy.b). These 4 latent variables (4 different group of measurement variables) is distributed to 4 sections of the matrix (Sat.a and Sat.b belong to CS and Loy.a and Loy.b belong to CL). CFA helps us to find which measurement variable represents a latent variable more effectively. CFA is used to estimate the model parameters and examine the factor structure. CFA model is built by using the maximum likelihood estimation method developed by Chou and Bentler (1996) which is the most commonly used approach in Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). Performance of CFA model is checked with overall model fit indices in LISREL software.

3.2. Step 2. Running classification algorithms and selecting best performing algorithm

Classification is one of the problem solving techniques used in data mining concept. Classification finds a model for class attribute as a function of the values of other attributes. Given a collection of records or training set, the goal is to assign a class as accurately as possible for previously unseen records or test set. There are several algorithms that are used for different classification purposes which are: Decision Tree based Methods, Rule-based Methods, Memory based reasoning, Neural Networks, Naïve Bayes, Bayesian Belief Networks and Support Vector Machines (Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2005; Witten, Frank, & Hall, 2005).

Fig. 1. Customer group and criteria based CS–CL matrix.
2011). Classification variables used in classification algorithms are CS and CL criteria of which groups are defined in Step 1. In this study, we have two types of classes: CS classes and CL classes. We find final class attribute of a record by using an intersection approach (presented in Step 4) because we have we have 2 main classes (CS and CL) and 4 sub-classes (Low CS–Low CL, Low CS–High CL, High CS–Low CL and High CS–High CL) according to matrix structure. Here we use several classification algorithms that create decision trees with same customer data and select the best performing algorithm according to performance results. In this step, best performing classification algorithm is selected among algorithms that are run in Step 2 according to highest correctly classified instance ratio and lowest mean absolute error (MAE) values.

3.3. Step 3. Finding breaking points (b_CS and b_CL) in CS–CL matrix

Breaking point can be defined as the distinction point in CS–CL matrix. Breaking points have a numeric value between the lowest point and highest point in Likert scale used in data collection. We separate CS groups according to CS breaking point and CL groups according to CL breaking point. b_CS is breaking point for Y-axis and b_CL is breaking point for X-axis in CS–CL matrix. This characteristic of the matrix is very important to find out distribution of customer groups.

In this step, for finding out breaking points, classification algorithms that create a decision tree are compared. Decision tree of best selected classification algorithm is used here to find breaking points in the CS–CL matrix. Breaking points are found according to branching result of decision trees. The highest branching value in the tree is determined as the breaking point. Selecting the highest branching score in the decision tree brings two important advantages: i. A higher verge is set for being included in the best group (4th Group) and ii. A dynamic incentive value has been created for companies for achieving a level of CS and CL.

3.4. Step 4. Creating customer groups and constructing customer based CS–CL matrix

After breaking points found in Step 3, we define customer groups with an intersection of main groups. According to CS criteria we have 2 different groups. First group is low satisfaction (G12 below CS breaking point) group and second one is high satisfaction group (G34 above CS breaking point). Similarly 2 different groups are created according to CL criteria. First group is low loyalty (G13: left side of CL breaking point) and second one is high loyalty (G24: right side of CL breaking point). Here we use two different type of classification algorithm: i. First one is for determining CS groups (G12-Under CS breaking point and G34-Above CS breaking point), ii. Second set of classification algorithms are used for determining CL groups (G13-Left side of CL breaking point and G24-Right side of CL breaking point). Finally, the group of a customer in CS–CL matrix (shown in Fig. 1) is found according to an intersection approach which is given in Table 1.

3.5. Step 5. Positioning CS and CL criteria in CS–CL matrix with average satisfaction and loyalty score

After defining customer groups in Step 4, in this step we position CS and CL criteria in the matrix. The positioning of each criterion in the matrix is important in terms of customer group and criteria integration. Firstly, satisfaction and loyalty score is calculated by taking average of satisfaction and loyalty responses respectively in CS–CL questionnaire. Then, the position is determined according to breaking points discovered in Step 3. As an example, if a satisfaction score is higher than b_CS, then this criterion is evaluated in the 3rd or 4th group. Here we take the advantage of tree-based classification algorithms and we use classification not only for customer segmentation but also for evaluating decision trees. However, final group of the variables is not yet determined in this step. Final group of each criteria group is determined in the last step (Step 6) of the method after analyzing relational structure among criteria.


In the last step, firstly the CS–CL matrix is completed by determining the final group of each criterion with Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) method. SEM is used to find structural relations among latent variables. A latent variable represents a cluster of observed variables (Bollen, 1989; Kline, 2005). In this study SEM is used for defining relations among CS and CL criteria and according to SEM results we produce concrete strategies for each group of customers. We bridge the results of customer classification (found out in Step 4) with criteria matrix (found out in Step 5). Then, the effect of each CS and CL latent variable is analyzed with SEM strategy. Finally structural model is adopted for generating criteria-based strategy development for customer groups which are discussed in the last section of the paper.

4. Application of CS–CL matrix method

Application of the model is conducted in white-goods industry. Necessary data for testing the developed model collected with survey applications. Face-to-face interviews are carried out with white-goods customers. The survey questionnaire is applied especially to 31+ age women who mostly utilize white goods in daily housework. Sample profile and data collection method is presented in the first sub-section of this section. The results of the application produce powerful insights for CS and CL analysis. This shows the applicability of the model with high performance classification and SEM results. These are discussed in the second sub-section of this section.

4.1. Data collection

Application data are collected via face-to-face interviews conducted by 20 professionals to 205 customers who use white-goods in daily life. Regardless of brand type, refrigerator, washing machine and dishwashing machine in white appliances product.

---

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification result</th>
<th>Intersection</th>
<th>Group characteristic</th>
<th>Final group of a customer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G12 in CS and G13 in CL</td>
<td>G12 ∩ G13</td>
<td>Low CS and Low CL</td>
<td>1st group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G12 in CS and G24 in CL</td>
<td>G12 ∩ G24</td>
<td>Low CS and High CL</td>
<td>2nd group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G34 in CS and G13 in CL</td>
<td>G34 ∩ G13</td>
<td>High CS and Low CL</td>
<td>3rd group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G34 in CS and G24 in CL</td>
<td>G34 ∩ G24</td>
<td>High CS and High CL</td>
<td>4th group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

group are evaluated by customers who use one of 5 big brands in Turkey. Of 205 customer data, 5 customers’ data are not taken into analysis because of blank and inconsistent answers. The application is carried out with 200 customer data.

4.1.1. Sample profile

Table 2 provides information about sample characteristics. Of the 200 total number of respondents, 70 (35%) were male and 135 (65%) were female customers. This gender and age composition is a reasonable representation of the white-goods users in Turkey. The majority of the respondents were above age of above 31 (52.5%). Because, generally women and married people utilize white appliances at home more than other group of users. In addition, the majority (88%) of the respondents had a high school degree or higher, which we believe is another important characteristic of the customer group who can make reasonable evaluations of satisfaction and loyalty questions in the survey. The reliability of the data is checked by conducting reliability analysis in SPSS statistical package (SPSS Inc, 2007). Most reliability scores were within the suggested levels (>0.70) in the literature.

4.1.2. Questionnaire design

Table 3 provides information about survey questions. The survey questions are reviewed and prepared with 5 marketing experts in good white-goods sector and 3 academicians whose area of specialization is on service systems and industrial engineering. Application survey questionnaire is attached to this paper in Appendix.

In the application, data of the problem are based on the customers’ judgments as in most of the customer satisfaction research. The customers’ replies constitute input data used in the CS–CL matrix method developed in this study. This is a multivariate evaluation problem that CS and CL are evaluated with several variables (which are also called CS and CL criteria). Outputs of the model are creating customer groups, creating criteria groups and relating them to customer groups and discovering strategies to improve
We conduct CFA by using LISREL 8.80 (Linear Structural Relations) software created by Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1993, 2006). LISREL is a statistical language that interfaces with statistical applications. We use SIMPLIS codes in LISREL application for CFA.

In white-goods sector application, firstly in accordance with the procedure in SEM (Orel & Kara, 2013). In Fig. 2, standardized solution of final CFA model is shown. After several trials of CFA model we found out that Q.1, Q.8 and Q.11 does not produce statistically significant results according to t-value statistics (LISREL produces estimates, standardized solution, t-values and modification indices for each model developed). So Q.1, Q.8 and Q.11 are excluded from model and the rest of application is implemented with 12 variables.

In CFA model: There are 4 factors (Sat.a, Sat.b, Loy.a and Loy.b); 2 factors of both CS and CL. Q.2, Q.3 and Q.4 represent Sat.a latent variable and Q.5, Q.6, Q.7 represent Sat.b latent variable in CS group. Q.9, Q.10, Q.12 and Q.13 represent Loy.a latent variable and Q.14 and Q.15 represent Loy.b latent variable in CS group.

The CFA model created produces acceptable results according to statistical fit indices. The threshold values for good fit statistics is defined in the studies of Bentler (1980), Bentler and Bonett (1980), Byrne (1998), Jöreskog and Sörbom (2006), Simsek (2007) and Coklu, Sekercioglu, and Buyukozturk (2012). Statistical fit results are shown in Table 4 and all of them are in acceptable ranges.

Modification indices (another output property of Lisrel) created as an output of the model create useful suggestions for a better fit model. Application of these suggestions decreases the value of Chi-Square as an output of the model create useful suggestions for a better fit model. Application of these suggestions decreases the value of Chi-Square as an output of the model create useful suggestions for a better fit model. Application of these suggestions decreases the value of Chi-Square as an output of the model create useful suggestions for a better fit model.

In CFA model: There are 4 factors (Sat.a, Sat.b, Loy.a and Loy.b); 2 factors of both CS and CL. Q.2, Q.3 and Q.4 represent Sat.a latent variable and Q.5, Q.6, Q.7 represent Sat.b latent variable in CS group. Q.9, Q.10, Q.12 and Q.13 represent Loy.a latent variable and Q.14 and Q.15 represent Loy.b latent variable in CS group.
Q.14 and Q.15). In WEKA programming database (Hall et al., 2009) classification algorithms that create decision tree are used for classification of data.

Comparison of performances of classification algorithms is given Tables 5 and 6 for CS and CL respectively. In both of the cases J48 algorithm produces the best performance results according to correctly classified instances and MAE values. Test option is a property of WEKA programming and we tried several test options for each tree algorithm and in Tables 5 and 6, we show the best results of each trial for each algorithm type.

The initial training set for 20 customers is determined from the study of expert team. Then final training set for developed classification algorithm is extended according to new method presented in this study.

4.2.3. Application of Step 3. Finding Breaking Points (bCS and bCL) in CS–CL matrix

Best performing tree algorithm both for CS and CL variables is J48 that was discovered in Step 2. J48 decision tree results are depicted in Figs. 3 and 4 for satisfaction and loyalty criteria.
respectively. Branching values range from 1 (lowest scale in 5-point Likert scale) to 5 (highest scale in 5-point Likert scale). The branching value on each tree shows that 4 is the highest value. Therefore we set breaking values of CS–CL matrix \( (b_{CS} \text{ and } b_{CL}) \) as “4”.

4.2.4. Application of Step 4. Creating customer groups and constructing customer based CS–CL matrix

In this step of application, we consider results of J48 algorithm found in Steps 2–3 and define customer groups with an intersection of main CS and CL groups. G12 (under CS breaking point) low satisfaction and G34 (above CS breaking point) is high satisfaction group. G13 (left side of CL breaking point) is low loyalty and G24 (right side of CL breaking point) is high loyalty group. Distribution of customer groups is shown in Table 7 and CS–CL matrix presentation is depicted in Fig. 5.

Customer classification results show that most of the customers are in G1 (worst group in the matrix) and least number of customers appears in G3 (high satisfaction and low loyalty group). 27.5% of the customers appear in the target group (G4) and the rest of the customers are in G2 (low satisfaction and high loyalty group).

A quick interpretation of the distribution scheme provides us some insights about customer profile:

- Target group has a share more than a quartile which shows that a good level of CS and CL is achieved for 28% of customers. But still majority of the customers (33%) appear in the worst group (low CS and low CL) which shows that majority of the customers are unhappy and we need strong and applicable strategies for them.
- Other groups (G2 and G3) constitutes remaining 39% share. Customer strategies that are developed for these groups are at least as important as strategies developed for G4 and G1. The characteristics of each group, customer behaviors and strategies developed by integrating other outcomes of the model are discussed in the last section of the study in detail.

4.2.5. Application of Step 5. Positioning CS and CL criteria in CS–CL matrix with average satisfaction and loyalty score

In this step of application, each CS and CL criteria are positioned in the matrix according to average CS and CL scores respectively. In this application, there are two different main group of consideration. Combining CFA results found in Step 1 and classification results found in Step 2, we determine the region of each latent variable in CS–CL matrix. CS criteria are divided into two sub-classes: First one is “Satisfaction on Functional and Technical Properties

### Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intersection</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Number of customers in this group</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Distribution of customer groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G12 ∩ G13</td>
<td>1st group (G1)</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>G1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G12 ∩ G24</td>
<td>2nd group (G2)</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>G2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G34 ∩ G13</td>
<td>3rd group (G3)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>G3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G34 ∩ G24</td>
<td>4th group (G4)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>G4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Customer groups in CS–CL matrix.
(Sat.a)” and second one is “Satisfaction on Price and Campaigns (Sat.b)”. CL criteria are divided into two sub-classes: “Brand loyalty (Loy.a)” and “Loyalty and Trust on Quality (Loy.b)”. Average score for each CS and CL criteria group are given in Table 8 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CS and CL criteria groups</th>
<th>Latent variable</th>
<th>Average CS score</th>
<th>Average CL score</th>
<th>Position in the matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction on Functional and technical properties</td>
<td>Sat.a</td>
<td>3.513</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>G13 (G1 or G3) region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction on Price and campaigns</td>
<td>Sat.b</td>
<td>4.393</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>G13 (G1 or G3) region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand loyalty</td>
<td>Loy.a</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.675</td>
<td>G24 (G2 or G4) region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loyalty and Trust on Quality</td>
<td>Loy.b</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4.039</td>
<td>G24 (G2 or G4) region</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Standardized solution estimate of structural equation model.

### Table 9

Goodness of fit statistics about SEM results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goodness of Fit Statistics</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Statistical Fit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal theory weighted least squares Chi-square</td>
<td>72.99 (p = 0.00892)</td>
<td>Good fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root mean square error of approximation</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>Good fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normed fit index (NNFI)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative fit index (CFI)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>Good fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incremental fit index (IFI)</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>Good fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodness of fit index (GFI)</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>Good fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI)</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>Good fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root mean square residual (RMR)</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>Good fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model CAIC</td>
<td>268.24</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.6. Application of Step 6. Creating final CS–CL matrix with Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) results

In this Step of application, firstly we determine the final position of each latent variable (we consider a latent variable as a group of observed variables) in CS–CL matrix according to quantity of influence by comparing path coefficients. In Fig. 6 standardized solution estimate of final structural model is depicted.

Goodness of statistical fit results is presented in Table 9. The model produces good fit results which are higher than lower bounds defined by Bentler and Bonett (1980), Byrne (1998), Jöreskog and Sörbom (2006), and Coklu and Sekercioğlu (2012).

The assignment procedure of positioning latent variables in CS–CL matrix is shown in Table 10. Here we determine final group of CS and CL criteria by evaluating the total effect (sum of path coefficients) in structural model depicted in Fig. 6.

According to final assignment results shown in Table 10, final CS–CL matrix is built and depicted in Fig. 7.
After final CS–CL matrix is created we bridge the results of classification (found in Steps 2–4) with structural model created in this step. Then, strategies are developed by integrating customer groups with related CS and CL criteria that are placed in the same region of matrix. The interpretation of results and customer strategy improvements based on related literature and expert views are discussed in the next and last section of this study.

5. Conclusion and discussions

In this study, for the evaluation of the customer-related data, an alternative post-analysis method is developed by using classification algorithms and Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). Firstly in order to determine CS and CL criteria, confirmatory factor analysis method is used. This is the basis and first sub-step of SEM approach. Then, we discover customer groups with classification algorithms. Classification algorithms are not only used for customer group segmentation but also for determining breaking points of CS and CL on developed CS–CL matrix. After customer groups and CS–CL criteria positions are assigned to the matrix, finally we use method results to define strategies and priorities according to satisfaction and loyalty criteria and their relationships.

The implementation of the method in customer satisfaction and loyalty analysis offers a quantitative post-analysis evaluation of satisfaction and loyalty levels and integration of customer grouping method with criteria grouping in a matrix based approach. The main objective of strategies is increasing the total share of high satisfaction and high loyalty segment and thus achieving revenue growth and profitability which are the main target of CS analyses.

Customer strategies according to each group, discovered after implementation of method in a real-world application in white-goods example are presented below:

i. Customer group 1 (CG1-Low satisfaction and low loyalty group): This is the most desperate group of customers. Customers in this segment are more effective to express their dissatisfaction to other groups than customers in G3. Mostly related and effective criteria on CG1 determined with 6-step CS–CL method are Q.2, Q.3, Q.4 and Q.6 (Satisfaction on Functional and technical properties). Strategies of top priority for CG1 are; moving to G4 region by:
   - Giving priority to answering to customer requests on functional and technical properties (Ersoz et al., 2008; Lai, Xie, Tan, & Yang, 2008; Odabasi, 2000).
   - Moving to G3 region and then to G4 region by giving priority to provide customer needs and then creating brand loyalty.

ii. Customer group 2 (CG2-Low satisfaction and high loyalty group): This is the most complaining group of customers and they are generally loyal customers because of some obligations. Customers’ loyalty is mostly based on brand name. Mostly related and effective criteria on CG2 determined with 6-step CS–CL method are Q.9, Q.10, Q.12 and Q.13 (Brand loyalty). Strategies of top priority for CG3 are; moving to G4 region by:
   - Giving priority to increase sustainability of customer,
   - Giving priority to comply with customers’ recommendations (Odabasi, 2000).

iii. Customer group 3 (CG3-High satisfaction and low loyalty group): Gaining and retaining this group is very difficult and losing them is so easy. Mostly related and effective criteria on CG3 determined with 6-step CS–CL method are Q.5, Q.6 and Q.7 (Satisfaction on Price and campaigns). Strategies of top priority for CG3 are; moving to G4 region by:
   - Giving priority to meet customer standards and customization,
   - Implementing flexible pricing policy to transform price-dependent behavior to brand-dependent behavior.

iv. Customer group 4 (CG4-High satisfaction and high loyalty group): This is the best and target group of customers. They share their satisfaction with other customers more than other groups. Mostly related and effective criteria on CG4 determined with 6-step CS–CL method are Q.12, Q.13 and Q.14 (Loyalty and Trust on Brand Quality). Retaining G4 region and maintaining customer retention by:
• Preventing competitors by innovative marketing applications,
• Giving priority to creating new unique benefits (Ranaweera & Prabhu, 2003).

The main advantages of the CS–CL matrix method are;
• Implementation of a comprehensive CS and CL analysis with a customer satisfaction and customer loyalty matrix constructed by a 6-step data mining approach,
• Discovering hidden patterns of customer data by creating decision trees with best performing classification algorithms and developing a classification approach taking into consideration both customer groups and criteria,
• Finding out relationships among CS and CL criteria, positioning on the CS–CL matrix and integrating structural model results,
• Developing key strategies for CS and CL improvement.

Future research regarding the CS–CL matrix method is mainly focused on comparison analysis with other alternative satisfaction measurement approaches like fuzzy sets and other advanced prediction methods like artificial neural networks. Moreover, the problem of selecting appropriate values for the parameters of the method (breaking point) and its impact to the reliability and stability of the provided results should be studied. Finally, it is interesting to apply the CS–CL matrix method in other industries and comparing results.

Appendix A

Satisfaction and loyalty survey questionnaire on white-good brands
1. Part personnel data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Level</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>H. School</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Part please rate each question according to 5-point Likert scale given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Very Low</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Very High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Survey Questions | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
Q.1. Importance degree of service network in white-goods preference | | | | | |
Q.2. Importance degree of energy consumption in white-goods preference | | | | | |
Q.3. Importance degree of functional properties in white-goods preference | | | | | |
Q.4. Quality level of product compared to costs | | | | | |
Q.5. Importance degree of price in white good preference | | | | | |
Q.6. General satisfaction level | | | | | |
Q.7. Effecting level of campaigns on my decisions | | | | | |
Q.8. Distance to store is not much more important | | | | | |
Q.9. Level of Brand’s general qualifications that are better than other brands | | | | | |
Q.10. Importance degree of physical appearance of Brand in white-goods preference | | | | | |
Q.11. Importance degree of TV and internet ads of Brand | | | | | |
Q.12. Importance degree of new technologies of Brand in white-goods preference | | | | | |
Q.13. Importance degree of Brand name in white good preference | | | | | |
Q.14. Trusting level to information provided by manufacturing company about products | | | | | |
Q.15. General trust level to the quality of brand | | | | | |
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